ePublishing Symposium
Thursday, Dec. 11, 2003, 9AM-2PM
Devlin Hall & Gasson Hall

The Boston College Libraries in collaboration with Academic Technology Services and Information Technology Services are sponsoring an Electronic Publishing Symposium.

The Symposium will explore the following topics:

- ePublishing in the academy
- Types of ePublishing
- Benefits of ePublishing
- Support for ePublishing at BC
- ePublishing and academic rewards
- American Council of Learned Societies History E-Book Project
- Lynch School of Education’s new peer-reviewed eJournal *JTLA*
- BC’s digital dissertation initiative
- Multi-Media textbooks
- BC’s new *Front Row* ePublishing project
- Open-access principles
- RePEc, the Economics disciplinary eRepository
- Sloan Work and Family Research Network’s ePublishing projects
- Berkeley Electronic Press (bepress) and electronic journals

**RSVP** is required for lunch in Gasson

For more information, visit: [www.bc.edu/bc_org/avp/ulib/epub/](http://www.bc.edu/bc_org/avp/ulib/epub/)

Acknowledgment: above graphic modified from a graphic taken from www.ebookbroadcast.com/epublishing/